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Abstract  

This study aimed to examine how L1 Arabic learners incidentally acquire L2 English collocations through various input modes in 

academic lectures. A quasi-experimental design was employed, involving 87 Arabic learners studying L2 English at a Saudi university. 

The participants were randomly divided into six groups (5 intervention groups and one control group). An objective type multiple-choice 

question test was conducted in three phases: a pre-test, immediate post-test, and delayed post-test, to assess the participants' learning. 

Each experimental group received a specific input mode during the lecture, encountering a total of 17 English collocations. The input 

modes included listening, reading, reading while listening, viewing, and viewing with captions. The data were analyzed using SPSS 

version 25.0, employing ANOVA tests to compare mean scores across different test types (pre-test, immediate post-test, and delayed 

post-test) and the five input modes. The results revealed significant improvements in form-recognition learning from reading, viewing, 

and viewing with captions. These findings contribute further evidence supporting the effectiveness of academic lectures and multimedia 

theory in facilitating the incidental acquisition of L2 collocations. 
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1. Introduction  

Collocations are the natural two-word combination which is closely related to each other and their co-occurrence is not only by chance 

(Gablasova et al., 2017). Knowledge of vocabulary and specifically collections knowledge is one of the vital components of second 

language (L2) proficiency. However, L2 learners have minimum knowledge of the collocations and their use (Nguyen & Webb, 2017; Vu 

et al., 2023). Hence, L2 learners are required to build a large lexicon of vocabulary and collocations to achieve effective communication 

in the L2. In order to reach such lexical milestones essential for successful L2 production and proficiency of verbal and non-verbal texts, 

L2 learners are instructed not to underestimate the value of incidental learning, through supplementing deliberate learning of collocations 

with incidental learning (Jin & Webb, 2020; Rodgers & Webb, 2020a). Knowledge of collocations can be learned through implementing 

explicit teaching activities, however, neither L2 learners can learn all L2 collocations through deliberate learning nor teachers can 

explicitly teach all L2 collocations (Puimège & Peters, 2020). In such cases, the importance of incidental learning should never be ignored 

as it plays an important and key role in deepening the L2 learners‟ knowledge regarding collocations and their use (Vu et al., 2023). 

Incidental learning of vocabulary and collocations occurs when encountering L2 input through various modes including listening, reading, 

reading-while-listening and viewing. Research shows that using multimedia or multi modes during the learning activity can enhance the 

output gained from incidental learning. As the use of multiple mediums or modes engages the learners while using multiple senses which 

in turn increases their capacity to process information more efficiently (Mayer, 2014). Which paid much focus on presenting the same 

information or knowledge through multiple forums, for instance, listening while reading, reading with captions, and listening while 

writing (Montero Perez, 2020). 

Research investigating incidental learning has mainly concerned with non-academic sources of L2 input such as songs (Pavia et al., 2019), 

graded readers (Pellicer-Sánchez, 2017; Webb & Chang, 2022), Story-telling videos (Teng, 2019), Listening to the teacher (Jin & Webb, 

2020) and TV programs (Puimège & Peters, 2020; Teng, 2019). More recently, only two studies have explored academic lectures as a 

potential source of input for incidental L2 learning of collocations (Dang et al., 2022b).  

Furthermore, in the post-COVID era, there has been a flow in the availability of online and open-access academic materials provided by 

prestigious universities. These resources, including academic lectures, are easily accessible and offered in various formats such as audio 

and videos with or without subtitles. Recognizing this trend, educators can leverage academic lectures as a valuable source of 

meaning-focused input to enhance the incidental learning of L2 collocations for L2 learners. These in-class lectures can be accessed 

through various modes, including listening, reading, reading while listening, and viewing with or without captions. However, an 

important research question remains unanswered: which of these input modes is most effective in facilitating the incidental learning of L2 
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English collocations among Arabic learners through academic lectures? Existing literature has provided limited evidence on this aspect, 

underscoring the need for further exploration (Dang et al., 2022b; Vu et al., 2023). 

The existing body of research offers conflicting hypotheses regarding the effectiveness of various input modes in incidental vocabulary 

and collocation learning. Webb and Chang (2022) found no significant difference in the incidental learning of collocations between 

reading and listening modes in graded readers, suggesting similar learning gains. In contrast, Vidal (2011) reported that incidental 

vocabulary learning in academic lectures through reading resulted in higher learning gains compared to the listening mode. These 

contrasting findings necessitate further investigation. However, studies focusing on incidental vocabulary and collocation learning 

consistently indicate that mixed input modes yield better results. Research has shown that TV viewing with subtitles is more beneficial for 

L2 learners compared to viewing without subtitles. It is reasonable to expect a similar pattern with academic lectures as L2 input. 

However, there is a dearth of research exploring and comparing different input modes in academic lectures and their impact on learning 

outcomes. Only one recent study (Dang et al., 2022b) has investigated this specific area, focusing on L1 Chinese learners' acquisition of 

L2 English collocations through academic lectures using various receptive modes. Therefore, further research is warranted to deepen our 

understanding of this domain. 

The current study addresses this gap in the literature where no sufficient research has been conducted. Although there is research evidence 

regarding using two to three modes of input for collocation learning but these different modes were used separately without having the 

aim of comparing the gains across the maximum modes of input while using academic lecture as a source. Hence, neither is there existing 

maximum research evidence regarding using the academic lecture as a source for incidental collocation learning nor the different input 

modes are compared to find out which of the input modes can be used together to make the L2 Arabic learners‟ collocation learning more 

efficient. Hence, the main objective of this study is to examine and compare the efficacy of various input modes in the incidental 

acquisition of L2 English collocations among L1 Arabic learners using academic lectures. The findings of this study have significant 

implications for L2 educators and learners, shedding light on the potential of lectures as a valuable resource for incidental learning of L2 

collocations. 

2. Incidental Learning of Vocabulary and Collocations  

The current study views collocations in terms of frequency of occurrence rather than semantic relationship or level of compositionality. 

That is, collocations can be defined as “two-word combinations whose frequency of occurrence is statistically higher than by chance” 

(Dang et al., 2022, p. 730). A frequency-based approach to investigating collocations ensures effective selections of lexical items, as it 

directs the learner‟s attention to collocations that they encounter the most in their daily language use (Nation, 2016). Explicit teaching of 

collocations is indeed possible but can be challenging for both teachers and learners alike (Boers & Demecheleer, 2001). And, this is the 

reason identifying sources of incidental learning of collocations is equally essential.  

Incidental vocabulary learning occurs when L2 learners are engaged with meaning-focused activities; that is, they are focused on making 

sense of the input at hand, such as reading books and watching TV (Ellis, 1997; Szudarski, 2012). This means that learners are not 

focused on the form or deliberately trying to learn a set of vocabulary items. Hence, incidental learning is opposite to planned learning 

experiences that are provided with certain goals or objectives. Incidental learning involves unplanned and unintentional learning (Webb & 

Chang, 2022). Research on incidental learning of collocations through reading as an input mode seems to be, at best, inconclusive. 

Szudarski's (2012) and another study (Szudarski & Carter, 2016) findings appear to be contradicting to those of (Pellicer-Sánchez, 2017), 

with the former suggesting no significant learning gains from reading stories and the latter suggesting significant incidental learning 

through reading. Research on incidental learning through auditory and audiovisual input is more informative.  

Studies in this field are few and far between. According to earlier research (Dang et al., 2022a, 2022b; Smidt & Hegelheimer, 2010; Vidal, 

2003; Yang & Sun, 2013), learning gains vary depending on the type of input mode. It was discovered after a thorough assessment of the 

literature that only two research had looked at academic lectures as a source of input. In order to better understand the possible benefits of 

academic lectures as a source of incidental collocation learning for L1 Arabic learners of L2 English, the current study looks into this 

further. The current study also contrasts the amount of learning that occurs when only one input style is used, such as listening only or 

reading only, with that of a mixed input mode that includes reading and listening as well as viewing and viewing with captions. 

3. The Multimedia Learning Theory 

There seems to be a growing interest among second language acquisition (therefore, SLA) researchers in the multimedia learning theory 

(Mayer, 2014) to explain empirical SLA data. The theory states that presenting information to learners through two modalities results in 

deeper learning which is known as multimedia learning; that is, L2 learners can achieve greater gains when input is presented in both text 

and graphics. The key assumption held in the multimedia theory is that there are two channels for learning: visual and auditory. Such an 

assumption is based on the dual coding theory of Paivio (1990). 

The presentation mode approach and the sensory-modality method are two different perspectives that focus on the format of the stimulus 

and can be used to understand these two channels. The redundancy principle and the split-attention concept are two crucial tenets of the 

multimedia learning paradigm. The first principle states that in order to avoid hindering the learning process, learners should be presented 

with non-redundant and simple information. That means duplicating information processed through the same channel would interfere 

with learning and would not facilitate it (Kalyuga & Kalyuga, 2008; Mayer, 2014). This is because human working memory is limited and 

processing redundant information would place a heavy load on the human cognitive system as reinforced by the cognitive load theory 
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(Sweller et al., 1998).  

Several other SLA theories are also relevant to the current study. According to Krashen's (1985) input hypothesis L2 learners need to 

encounter comprehensible input that is slightly higher than the learner‟s current level of competence for the learning to happen. Academic 

lectures can be considered as comprehensible input for L2 English learners who are enrolled in universities where English is used as the 

medium of instruction. Note that a large number of academic lectures from prestigious universities are open-access and can serve as a 

potential source of comprehensible input for L2 learning of vocabulary. Schmidt (1990) suggests that L2 learners need to notice items in 

the input in order to learn them. In addition, VanPatten's (2007) processing theory recommends that L2 learners experience limited 

processing capacities when presented with multiple L2 inputs. The theory also states that L2 learners would attend to some linguistic 

structures less than others based on complexity and due to processing constraints while listening and reading. The current paper 

investigates which mode of input (if any) hinders L2 learning of vocabulary and which mode of input or combination of modes provide 

the best conditions for the incidental learning of new L2 collocations.  

3.1 The Present Study 

Academic lectures present a great potential for incidental L2 vocabulary learning. It would be interesting to investigate incidental learning 

of L2 English collocation by L1 Arabic learners through different input modes in the context of academic lectures. In fact, incidental L2 

collocation learning through academic lectures is empirically under-researched and, as a result, little is known about the effectiveness of 

academic lectures as sources of incidental learning of collocations in different learning contexts. Keeping in view the gap in the literature 

and the scope of the current study, the following hypotheses were made. 

H1: Using academic lectures, the Arabic learners‟ incidental L2 collocation learning is improved through listening mode. 

H2: Using academic lectures, the Arabic learners‟ incidental L2 collocation learning is improved through reading mode. 

H3: Using academic lectures, the Arabic learners‟ incidental L2 collocation learning is improved through reading while listening mode. 

H4: Using academic lectures, the Arabic learners‟ incidental L2 collocation learning is improved through viewing mode. 

H5: Using academic lectures, the Arabic learners‟ incidental L2 collocation learning is improved through viewing with captions mode. 

Hence, in light of the above-mentioned hypothesis, it was hypothesized that, 

H6: The Arabic learners‟ incidental learning of L2 English collocations is improved through academic lectures while using various input 

modes. 

Throughout the study, there was adherence to ethical standards. The data gathered in this research were not sensitive in nature, and the 

procedures followed to collect and analyze data did not involve any issues of confidentiality and deception. 

3.2 Research Questions  

Following two research questions guided this study: 

1. To what extent are L1 Arabic learners of L2 English able to incidentally learn L2 English collocations using academic lectures 

through five interventions? 

2. Is there a significant difference between collocation learning scores across six input modes? 

4. Methodology 

4.1 Participants 

There were 87 graduate female1 students majoring in English language and translation studies. Participants had to sign a consent to 

approve that they agree to take part. At the time of testing, they all were enrolled in an English language and translation program at one of 

the public sector Universities in Saudi Arabia. Each group of participants were randomly allocated to one of the six groups: the control 

group, the listening group, the reading group, the reading-while-listening group, the viewing group, and the viewing with captions group. 

Due to uneven sample size, one group had slightly fewer participants than other groups. The number of participants along with 

percentages in each group are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Group-wise Distribution of Participants 

 Group Frequency Percentage 

Control 15 17.2% 
Listening 15 17.2% 
Reading 14 16.1% 
Reading while Listening 15 17.2% 
Viewing 13 14.9% 
Viewing with captions 15 17.2% 

Total 87 100.0% 

4.2 Procedure of the Study 

                                                        
1 This is a convenience sample as universities are gender-segregated in Saudi Arabia. 
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59868859659696885858/8The procedure of study before initiating the experiment, along with the control group, the participants of the 

study were divided into five experimental groups based on the various receptive modes: listening, reading, writing, viewing, reading 

while listening, and viewing with captions. To control for English language proficiency, the Vocabulary Levels Test by Webb et al. (2017) 

was administered to all participants two weeks prior to starting the trial. The materials were presented as a video, an audio or a written 

transcript (according to the assigned experimental group) of an open-access lecture entitled “Fundamental Issues in Linguistics” given by 

Naom Chomsky at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 20 collocations that appeared in the lecture were selected to be the target 

collocations under investigation. The 20 collocations used in the study were (a) combinations of two content words that were mentioned 

in the lecture, and (b) were unlikely to be known by the participants as judged by their instructor (the researcher themselves).   

4.3 Research Instrument  

As a pre-and post-test, a pen-and-paper-based multiple-choice test was administered to all participants from different conditions (i.e. input 

modes) to test their L2 English knowledge of target collocations. The control group was also given the same pre-test to measure their 

knowledge of collocations. All participants listened to the audial forms and read the written forms of all administered test options. This 

procedure was undertaken to minimize test bias towards a certain input mode and to increase the reliability of results. Participants were 

presented with three choices of paired words and had to choose the correct collocation from two distractors. Participants were also 

presented with an “I don‟t know” option, in case they did not know the correct collocation. One of the pre-test items is shown following  

Q1    a. grant funding b. giant funding c. white funding d. I don‟t know 

While reading the above test item, participants heard the following:  

a. [pause for one second] Grant funding   [pause for two seconds] 

b. [pause for one second] Giant funding   [pause for two seconds] 

c. [pause for one second] White funding   [pause for two seconds] 

Illustrations and examples of how to complete the test were presented in both Arabic and English to eliminate any confusion. The same 

test was administered to all six group participants as a pre-test, an immediate post-test and a delayed post-test. However, the order in 

which test items appeared varied from one test to another to control for testing effects. A few tested collocation was known to around 75% 

of participants as indicated by a pilot study. These collocations were eliminated from the analysis, resulting in a total of 17 collocations 

available for statistical analysis. 

4.4 Process of Experiment  

The experiment was conducted over six weeks. Participants were unaware of the real purpose of this study to avoid any biases or external 

validity threads in the study. After the first week, the participants were informed that the focus of the current study is just to do 

experimental testing regarding L2 English comprehension of the given academic material. After which the pre-test was conducted. Till the 

fourth week, the experimental groups received treatment according to their allocated group where different input modes were presented i.e. 

listening, reading, viewing, reading while listening, and viewing with captions. The control group was not given any intervention and they 

were taught through conventional mode without any interference. After the intervention, all participants completed the immediate 

post-test in the fifth week of the experiment. Then all participants completed the delated post-test again on the last week of the experience.  

4.5 Scoring and Analyses  

The scoring of the task was determined by assessing the agreement between participants' responses and the expected answers. Correct 

answers were assigned a score of one, while incorrect answers or blank responses received a score of zero. The obtained scores were then 

subjected to statistical analysis based on the mode of input, which included listening, reading, reading while listening, viewing, and 

viewing with captions. Raw data were manually entered into an Excel spreadsheet and analyzed using SPSS software. ANOVA test was 

employed to compare mean scores across different groups and investigate the significant improvement in test scores by comparing 

pre-test and post-test scores within each group. Additionally, the ANOVA test was utilized to compare mean scores across different modes 

of input, addressing the research question related to the effect of input modes on test performance. 

5. Results  

Initially, a vocabulary test was conducted for all group participants to measure their prior comprehension level. A one-way ANOVA 

(Analysis of Variance) test was used to determine the significant differences in vocabulary tests across six groups. Results yielded that there 

was an insignificant difference across the six groups in the average scores of the test, F(5, 81) = 2.49, p= 0.038. These results indicated that 

all participants had similar knowledge of L2 English vocabulary (particularly, the most common 3,000 words in English). The statistical 

analyses indicated no significant differences between the scores of the pre-tests administered to all experimental groups and the control 

group, indicating that all participants had almost similar levels of competencies and knowledge before the treatment. 

An ANOVA result indicated that there was a statistically significant difference in the post-test scores across all six groups, F(5, 81) =  

17.14, p<.001. This indicates that there is a significant difference in the post-test scores across groups. Overall, the descriptive statistics 

show variations in scores among the different groups, and the ANOVA confirms that there is a significant difference in post-test scores 

among the groups. Further post hoc tests or pairwise comparisons would be needed to determine the specific group differences. 

The post hoc analysis was performed using the LSD (Least Significant Difference) method to compare the mean differences in students‟ 
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post-test scores between different groups. Based on the results, it was concluded that the control group had significantly lower post-test 

scores compared to the Listening, Viewing, and Viewing with captions groups. This indicates that these three intervention groups have 

significantly higher post-test scores. It was also concluded that the Listening group had significantly higher scores compared to the control, 

Reading, Reading while Listening and Viewing groups. These findings indicate significant differences in scores between several pairs of 

groups, suggesting variations in post-test proficiency among the different groups. It is also suggested that the interventions have a significant 

effect as post-test scores for experiment groups are significantly higher as compared to the non-intervention group (control). The results 

highlight the impact of different input modes on students‟ post-test scores, with certain modes resulting in significantly higher scores 

compared to others. 

Furthermore, the significant difference between the pretest and posttest was determined by performing a dependent t-test for each group 

separately. The pretest and post-learning gains were evident in all intervention groups, as all mean scores significantly increased from the 

pre-test to the immediate post-test in all input modes. Table 2 provides the results of the learning gain scores for each group, including the 

control group and the intervention groups with different input modes. The learning gains were calculated by subtracting the pre-test scores 

from the post-test scores. In all intervention groups, there were significant increases in mean scores from the pre-test to the immediate 

post-test, indicating learning gains. The control group also showed a slight increase in mean scores but without statistical significance. 

The statistical analysis using dependent t-tests showed that there was a significant difference (p < .001) between the pre-test and post-test 

scores for all participants, suggesting that the treatment had a significant effect on learning gains. Looking at the mean difference scores, the 

largest improvement was observed in the "Reading while Listening" group, with a mean difference of 9.57. The "Viewing" and "Viewing 

with captions" groups also had substantial mean differences of 5.38 and 7.28, respectively. The "Listening" and "Reading" groups had 

smaller mean differences of 5.67 and 3.79, respectively. The significance level (Sig) column indicates the p-value associated with the 

statistical test. Values less than 0.05 (p < 0.05) are considered statistically significant, indicating that there was a significant difference 

between the pre-test and post-test scores in the corresponding group. Figure 1 visually displays the mean values of the pre-test and post-test 

for all six groups. Overall, the results suggest that all intervention groups showed learning gains, but the groups using the reading while 

listening, viewing, and viewing with captions input modes had larger and statistically significant improvements in their post-test scores 

compared to the control group. 

 

Figure 1. Mean scores of pre-test and post-test for all six groups. 

Table 2. Learning gain scores for all groups  

Group N 
Pre-test Post-test 

Mean Difference t Sig 
95% CI 

M SD M SD Lower Upper 

Control 15 26.47 11.16 29.70 8.78 3.23 1.22 0.24 -2.43 8.90 
Listening 15 26.60 8.76 32.27 6.41 5.67 2.81 0.01 1.33 2.81 
Reading 14 29.64 8.41 33.43 7.74 3.79 2.31 0.04 0.25 7.32 
Reading while 
Listening 

15 
23.43 10.49 33.00 9.02 9.57 3.33 0.01 3.40 15.73 

Viewing 13 32.42 7.96 37.81 7.71 5.38 2.61 0.02 0.90 9.87 
Viewing with 
captions 

15 
22.37 11.58 29.97 10.08 7.28 4.04 0.00 3.57 11.63 

The findings of the study indicated that the experimental groups, which received the reading, viewing, and viewing with captions 
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interventions, achieved significantly higher scores in the immediate post-test compared to the control group (p = .02, p = .03, p = .08, 

respectively). However, there were no statistically significant differences between the experimental groups and the control group in the 

listening and reading-while-listening interventions during the immediate post-test. Moreover, there were no statistically significant 

differences found in any of the delayed post-tests between the experimental groups and the control group. The results also showed that 

learning took place from the pre-test to the immediate post-test, as there was a statistically significant difference (p < .001) between the 

immediate post-test and the delayed post-test (p<.001). 

Regarding the results of the immediate post-test, there were no statistically significant differences between the control group's performance 

and the performance of the listening group and the reading-while-listening group (all p > .05). When comparing these three modes, no 

statistically significant difference was found in the immediate post-test scores. These findings suggest that the listening and 

reading-while-listening modes did not result in the incidental learning of collocations in L1 Arabic learners of L2 English. In contrast, the 

reading, viewing, and viewing with captions modes demonstrated the incidental learning of collocations, as evidenced by the higher scores 

of the experimental groups in the immediate post-test compared to the control group. These three modes of input (reading, viewing, and 

viewing with captions) exhibited similar learning potential, as no significant difference was found between them.  Regarding the delayed 

post-test, there were no statistically significant differences between the control group and the experimental groups in all modes, suggesting 

that the learning gains may not have been maintained and could have been lost over time. 

6. Discussions and Conclusion  

The results of the study provide valuable insights into the effects of different input modes on the incidental learning of L2 English 

collocations by L1 Arabic learners. The initial analysis of participants' vocabulary test scores revealed no significant differences among the 

six experimental groups, indicating that all participants had a similar level of knowledge of L2 English vocabulary prior to the intervention. 

This finding suggests that the groups were comparable and that any subsequent differences in learning gains can be attributed to the specific 

input modes received. The ANOVA results for the post-test scores showed a significant difference among the six groups, indicating that the 

intervention had an impact on participants' learning outcomes. Further investigation through post-hoc analysis using the LSD method 

revealed specific group differences in post-test scores. As expected, the non-intervention group (control) had significantly lower scores 

compared to the intervention groups, indicating that these intervention groups achieved higher post-test scores. Additionally, the Listening 

group had significantly higher scores compared to the control, Reading, Reading while Listening and Viewing groups. The Viewing with 

captions group also had significantly higher scores compared to the control, Reading, and Reading while Listening groups. These findings 

suggest that the intervention groups, particularly those using the Listening, Viewing, and Viewing with captions input modes, demonstrated 

significantly greater proficiency in L2 English collocations compared to the control group. 

The analysis of pre-test and post-test scores within each group further confirmed the effectiveness of the intervention. All intervention 

groups showed significant increases in mean scores from the pre-test to the immediate post-test, indicating learning gains. In contrast, the 

control group showed only a slight increase in mean scores without statistical significance. This indicates that the specific input modes used 

in the intervention groups contributed to a measurable improvement in participants' knowledge of L2 English collocations. The findings of 

the current study revealed that the learning gains were evident in all five experimental groups as well as the control group. This could be 

attributed not only to the treatment but also to the exposure all participants (including the control group) had on the pre-test. Testing effects 

are not uncommon in the field of incidental vocabulary learning as found in previous studies (Dang et al., 2022b; Jin & Webb, 2020; Webb 

et al., 2017). Including a control group in the study is essential for the reliable interpretation of the results from the current dataset.  

The current study further found that the mean score for the number of collocations learned at the form-recognition level from the immediate 

post-test through reading is 7.43 out of 17 test items, which showed that participants‟ knowledge of tested collocations improved by a high 

43.70 percent. Participants learned a mean of 7.21 out of 17 collocations through viewing, which showed that participants' knowledge of 

tested collocations increased by a high 42.41 percent. Incidental learning through viewing with captions led participants to learn a mean of 

7.64 out of 17 collocations, indicating knowledge improvement by a high 44.94 percent. Furthermore, there were no statistically significant 

differences among the latter three modes of input. Similar findings were found in Dang et al. (2021) and Dang et al. (2022) where viewing 

academic lectures was found to lead to significant incidental learning of collocations. Comparing results from the current study to those of 

Teng (2019), contrasting findings might be found as the latter study suggested that viewing with captions resulted in greater incidental 

learning of collocations than viewing with no captions. It is important to note that Teng‟s study differs from the current study that it tested 

children learning through viewing storytelling videos. Results from the current study also differ from these of Webb and Chang (2020) 

which suggested that reading while listening to graded readers led to greater gains than reading only or listening only. These conflicting 

findings might be attributed to the difference in treatment settings; Teng (2019) and Webb and Chang (2020) examined non-academic 

contexts, whereas the current study examined complex academic contexts. In such contexts, students are wired to rely heavily on their 

reading skills to gain knowledge. The findings of the current study are similar to those of Dang et al. (2022) where written and visual input 

was found to be the most effective mode to improve incidental collocational learning through academic lectures. Following are further 

details of it. 

6.1 Listening Mode of Input 

The findings from the current study suggested that the listening input does not lead to any advancement in incidentally learning L2 

collocation in the context of academic lectures, as indicated by the current findings that the listening group and the control group scored 
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similarly in the assigned test. Vidal‟s (2011) study presents contrasting findings suggesting that listening to academic lectures led to learning 

gains through listening as a mode of input. Such contrasting results might be attributed to differences in methodological design. Vidal used 

a much shorter academic lecture (15 minutes) and modified and simplified the input for participants. These findings suggest that academic 

listening poses a challenge to the L2 learner as L2 learners have to face various challenges including the complexity of the topic, hesitation 

to speak, false starts, disconnected speech, irregular pauses as well as stress and intonation. All this adds to the cognitive load of decoding 

the meaning as well as learning new vocabulary and collocations (Field, 2011; Flowerdew, 1995; Goh, 2000). These features might even be 

more problematic for the participants in the current study because of the fact that they come from an educational context where the focus is 

heavily placed on improving literacy more than improving communication, that is the learners are more exposed to written input than 

listening input as the education system in Saudi Arabia is mostly based on written assessment. According to the noticing hypothesis of 

Schmidt (1990), L2 learners have to notice new unfamiliar linguistic structures in the input for the learning to occur. And, according to the 

input processing theory proposed by VanPatten (2007), L2 learners can notice new and unfamiliar linguistic forms only if they have enough 

attentional resources while processing any given input (written or listening). Thus, academic listening as well as L2 listening seem to pose a 

challenge for the participants of the current study and seem to cause a processing burden on the cognitive system. L2 learners in the current 

study might have been engaged more with the content of the lecture rather than learning new linguistic forms. This seems to be a logical 

explanation of the findings that the current participants did not learn new vocabulary through listening to an academic lecture. 

6.2 Reading Mode of Input 

The current study suggests that the reading mode of input in the context of academic lectures is a great learning resource for the incidental 

learning of L2 collocations. As seen in the discussion of the results, the reading group scored significantly higher than the control group 

which only shows the significant contribution reading input has on learning new collocations. This is also supported by earlier studies on the 

effect of reading on vocabulary learning such as Pellicer-Sánchez's (2017) on reading stories and Web and Chang's (2020) on graded 

readers. This might be because reading allows L2 learners to pause, visit and revisit what they find challenging in the input. This would 

allow for repeated perceptual processing that matches participants‟ individual needs (Flowerdew, 1995). This would allow learners to have 

more attentional resources in processing reading input than listening input and would make new unfamiliar vocabulary more salient and 

therefore easier to be learned. 

The findings from the current study suggest that combining different input modes to support the learning of collocations from academic L2 

listening results in different outcomes. While results from listening only and reading while listening did not seem to contribute to the 

learning of L2 collocation, viewing input combined with listening input seem to boost the incidental learning of L2 collocations as seen in 

the viewing group and viewing with captions group. 

6.3 Use of Multimedia Theory 

Referring to the multimedia theory, findings from the current study lends support to the theory, suggesting that combining visual input with 

listening input (i.e., audiovisual) result in significantly greater learning outcomes. According to this theory, processing information in two 

channels leads to greater learning gains than processing information in one channel. In the case of incidental learning through academic 

lectures, it seems that conceptualizing the two channels (for processing multimedia input) from the perspective of the presentation-mode 

approach better interprets the current findings than conceptualizing the two channels through the sensory-modality approach. This is 

because the presentation-mode approach categorises the listening input and the written input as verbal input, which is processed by the same 

channel (verbal). Whereas the viewing input is processed in a different channel (non-verbal). This study found that processing new 

vocabulary through two different channels (i.e., verbal and non-verbal/ auditory and visual) resulted in significantly greater learning 

outcomes than processing new vocabulary through the same channel (verbal/ listening and reading). 

Findings from the current study lend support to the redundancy principle and the split-attention principle as well. First, processing new 

vocabulary in two different input modes through one single channel would result in repeated processing (i.e., redundancy) and would cause 

divided attention. This would hinder the process of learning new vocabulary and create a heavy cognitive load on learners‟ working memory. 

This is supported by the reading-while-listening group not scoring significantly higher than the control group. Second, processing new 

vocabulary through different input modes and through two different channels would not overburden the cognitive load on the learners‟ 

working memory and would facilitate the learning of new vocabulary. This is reflected in the viewing and viewing with captions groups 

achieving significantly higher than the control group, that is, combining verbal (auditory/listening) and non-verbal (visual/viewing) did lead 

to substantial learning gains.  

The present study, however, contrasts earlier SLA studies investigating incidental L2 learning of vocabulary (e.g., Pllicer-Sánchez et al., 

2020; Peters, 2019), which did not lend support to the redundancy and split-attention principles. The contrast in the findings might be 

attributed to the non-academic input that was used in the latter studies, while unmodified academic input was used in the current study and 

that of Dang et al., (2022). Processing information from academic lectures presents a high level of complexity; the learner has to decode the 

meaning of complex and abstract information in real-time, and in a second language. Thus, when learners are presented with input in written 

and listening modes, information was processed through the same verbal channel, which means that learners have to split their attention 

between written and listening input while trying to maintain decoding the meanings presented in the lecture. In contrast, when information 

was processed through two different channels (listening and viewing/ verbal and non-verbal), participants‟ ability to process information 

was not burdened, which enhanced the learning of vocabulary from the academic lecture through viewing and viewing with captions. 
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Meaningful learning gains were witnessed as a direct result of the treatment from the current study. Learners‟ knowledge of the target 

collocations was 43.70% greater after the reading treatment, 42.41% higher after the viewing treatment and 44.94% higher after the viewing 

with captions treatment.  

The learning gains from the current study seem to be meaningful, especially because the study only measured L2 incidental learning of 

collocations at the recognition level. Learning gains might have surpassed the level of recognition to knowledge of collocation at deeper 

levels such as meaning and usage, but this could not be measured because of the design of the experimental test. Jin and Webb (2020) 

suggest that learning gains can be obtained through meaning-focused input where learners have the chance to learn different aspects of target 

collocations. Coxhead (2017) asserts that learners might be able to expand their knowledge of even familiar vocabulary by learning how 

these items are interpreted and used in different contexts through exposure to academic input. It should be noted that the treatment of the 

current study is exposing learners to only one academic lecture. Given the incremental nature of incidental language learning, it is safe to 

assume that consistent exposure to academic lectures would lead to greater learning outcomes. This is supported by previous studies (Dang 

et al., 2022a; Jin & Webb, 2020; Pavia et al., 2019; Rodgers & Webb, 2020b; Teng, 2019; Webb & Chang, 2014), which suggest that 

exposure to multiple texts led to better learning outcomes than exposure to a one-time text.  

Overall, the findings highlight the impact of different input modes on the incidental learning of L2 English collocations by L1 Arabic 

learners. The results suggest that interventions utilizing reading, listening, and multimodal input modes, such as viewing with captions, can 

significantly enhance learners' proficiency in L2 collocations. These findings have important implications for language teachers and 

curriculum designers, as they emphasize the value of incorporating diverse input modes, particularly in the form of academic lectures, to 

facilitate the incidental learning of L2 collocations. 

6.4 Limitations and Implications 

The study has several limitations. First, the selection of participants was decided based on convenience. Second, although knowledge of L2 

vocabulary is incremental, the current study only measured participants‟ knowledge of collocation at the form-recognition level and from 

encountering only one lecture. Third, findings from the current study would have been more reliable, if the listening proficiency levels of 

participants had been measured to have insights into how such variables might affect the results of the tests. It would also be interesting to 

measure different levels of vocabulary knowledge such as meaning recognition and meaning recall. It could also be useful to explore the 

effect of the level of L2 proficiency on the incidental learning of collocations. Future research should consider incorporating other levels of 

vocabulary knowledge, such as meaning recognition and recall, to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the incidental learning 

process. Additionally, investigating the influence of participants' listening proficiency levels on the results would provide valuable insights 

into how these variables may affect collocational learning outcomes. 

5.5 Conclusion 

Being one of the few studies to examine the potential benefits of academic lectures for L1 Arabic learners who unintentionally pick up L2 

collocations through a variety of input methods, including listening, reading, listening while reading, viewing, and viewing with captions, 

the current study shows how academic lectures can be used to increase L2 learners' vocabulary knowledge. It provides information on the 

various impacts that different input modes have on learning gains when academic lectures are considered, and it suggests that reading, 

viewing, and viewing with captions contributed the most to the learning outcomes when compared to other input modes, such as listening, 

reading, and listening while reading. The current study additionally analyzed the results in the context of the multimedia theory, offering 

evidence in favour of the split-attention and redundancy principles while also, incidentally, teaching L2 English collocations in various 

ways. It emphasized and accepted the value of combining different input methods to help Arabic language learners learn L2 collocations 

more quickly, easily, and effectively. In conclusion, this study offers insightful information on how diverse input modes affect L1 Arabic 

learners' accidental acquisition of L2 English collocations. The results show that reading, listening, and multimodal input interventions 

significantly increase learners' learning gains. These findings have significant ramifications for language instruction and curriculum 

development as well as for our understanding of efficient language learning techniques. 
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Appendix – A. Experiment Test  

In this part, you will hear 20 questions. For each question, you will hear four options. Circle the one correct answer. The correct answer is 

the two words that may often appear together in English. If you do not know or are not sure about the correct answer, choose the „I After 

each question, you will have 5 seconds to circle and check your answer before you listen to the next question. 

 

You will hear the recording ONCE only. Here are four examples:  

Q0       a. close friend b. fine friend  c. long friend  d. I don‟t know 

Q00     a. single hair b. light hair c. blonde hair d. I don‟t know 

Q000   a. high house  b. true house c. big house d. I don‟t know 

Q0000 a. low morning b. good morning c. blue morning d. I don‟t know 

 

Now it‟ your turn!  

Q2 a. grant funding b. giant funding c. white funding d. I don‟t know 

Q3 a. delicate variation b. significant variation c. tall variation d. I don‟t know 

Q4 a. common sciences b. easy sciences c. natural sciences d. I don‟t know 

Q5 a. say a notion b. capture a notion c. keep a notion d. I don‟t know 

Q6 a. Universal Grammar b. United Grammar c. Unified Grammar d. I don‟t know 

Q7 a. red example b. soft example c. concrete example d. I don‟t know 

Q8 a. at retrospect b. in retrospect c. into retrospect d. I don‟t know 

Q9 a. radically false b. very false c. too false  d. I don‟t know 

Q10 a. empirical house b. empirical size c. empirical data d. I don‟t know 

Q11  a. serious problem b. stretched problem c. beautiful problem d. I don‟t know 

Q12  a. overweight example b. concrete example c. big example  d. I don‟t know 

Q13  a. unknown inquiry  b. gentle inquiry   c. linguistic inquiry d. I don‟t know 

Q14  a. state of the art b. art state  c. new state  d. I don‟t know 

Q15  a. generative writing b. generative skills c. generative grammar d. I don‟t know 

Q16  a. experimental laptop b. experimental work c. experimental school d. I don‟t know 

Q17  a. coming clear  b. coming light c. coming to light  d. I don‟t know 

Q18  a. long revolution b. scientific revolution  c. blue revolution  d. I don‟t know 

Q19  a. received wisdom b. kind wisdom c. light wisdom d. I don‟t know 

Q20  a. fine number b. infinite number c. heavy number d. I don‟t know 

Q21  a. orchestrating 

explanation 

b. drawing explanation c. seeking explanation d. I don‟t know 
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